April 2018

Dear ISYM String Chamber Program Participant,

We are delighted that you will be joining us for the Illinois Summer Youth Music String Chamber Music Program! Following are some specific details regarding the program.

Submit a recording.

For the purpose of placing all participants into well-matched chamber groups, we ask that you submit a recording prior to arrival. Please use this form [https://illinois.edu/fb/sec/5628628](https://illinois.edu/fb/sec/5628628) to submit a recording (link) to YouTube no later than Monday, May 21. The recording should be about 5 minutes long and include a good representation of your abilities as a player. The recording is for placement only, it is not an admissions audition for ISYM. There will be no live-audition on the first day for Chamber Music.

The faculty will review your recording and assign you music which will be sent to you in advance, please have your parts prepared before arriving at ISYM.

Orchestra Placement Audition

Because String Chamber Music participants are drawn from the Senior Orchestra, all string players are still expected to play a placement audition on Registration Sunday for placement within the orchestra. Audition materials are posted on the ISYM Auditions Page [http://isym.music.illinois.edu/How-to-Apply/audition.php](http://isym.music.illinois.edu/How-to-Apply/audition.php).

Please contact the ISYM office should you have questions. We look forward to working with you!

Sincerely,

Nelson Lee
Violin, Jupiter String Quartet
Visiting Clinical Assistant Professor of Music

Megan Freivogel
Violin, Jupiter String Quartet
Visiting Clinical Assistant Professor of Music

Liz Freivogel
Viola, Jupiter String Quartet
Visiting Clinical Assistant Professor of Music

Daniel McDonough
Cello, Jupiter String Quartet
Visiting Clinical Assistant Professor of Music

Rudolf Haken
Associate Professor of Viola